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About This Game

The world was all but destroyed after the walking sickness wrought havoc on mankind. You managed to stave off the worst of
the outbreak by quarantining yourself and are now on a mission to purge those infected by the disease. Do you have what it

takes to overcome the zombie horde, or will you, too, succumb to it and take solace in the sweet release of death?

You have your choice of game play:

Survive as long as you can against the zombie horde

Neutralize the zombie threat by purging them all

Test your skill by defeating wave-after-wave of increasingly deadly zombies

Choose your area as well - will you engage zombies in the big city, an arid wasteland, or the remains of a mysterious industrial
building? The decision is yours, but each environment brings its own danger with it so pick wisely.

Your weapons will be your best friend and your only chance of survival. Take out zombies using your trusty 1911 or shotgun, or
amp it up with automatic weapons and your rocket launcher. Don't get too trigger happy, the last thing you'll want to do is run

out of ammo...unless you know how to cheat the system.

Aside from solid, fun game play, you can also read the e-book! When not immersing yourself in live-action zombie killing,
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transport yourself into a world filled with danger as you follow a group of college kids through their own waking nightmare. The
book is distributed along with the game.
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Title: Powerless
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Moonlight Studios
Publisher:
Moonlight Studios
Release Date: 19 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.2 GHZ or Equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB DX11 compliant

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Badland Bandits is a online multiplayer game, with varied vehicles that allows you to upgrade your vehicle in any way to beat
your enemie vehicles.

If you also have experienced or heard of "world of tanks" or "flat out", then imagine these games mixed up with helicopters and
varied vehicles, cool designs, cool vehicles where everything goes fast, with different abilitys and upgrades.

The game it self has a shop where you can buy in-game currency gold or silver, which is the currency the game uses to buy gear
for your vehicle. If you win a match and kill enemys, you will automatically get an amount based on your last game. If people
want to be quicker to get the items, then it's kinda "pay-2-win"- Hold your breath - , but in the end the amount of upgrades is
limited and accessable for every player. I don't see any "special treatments" for players to let "pay-2-win", destroy the game.

If you are the car lover with a mixed feeling of "world of tanks" that you thought was too slow and don't have that fast-in-game
feeling with helicopters, cool mods, upgradeable gear and different abilitys for your vehicle in a desert to blow everyone up to
get the "flat out" feeling? Then this game is for you.

Here is a demo:
http://www.twitch.tv/theearlyaccess/v/7784466. Actually, not too bad. but it's kinda short.. You know when you go to use a
public bathroom and you look in the toilet and there is just a turd in there without any toilet paper or anything. Well this game is
that turd.. If you are looking for a tribute to/substitute for legendary Gradius series, no need to look further for a while.... A fun
little time killer that manages to suck way more hours than you might expect.. I forgot how cool this game is. Still looks good,
especially the stages that are in rain or fog. Change the graphics to high. This game has even terrain deformation if you get in
deep mud.. Robert is an odd one but I found myself clicking on everything just to see what he had to say about it. He comes
across innocent but I wonder how things play out in his head.

The story progresses pretty quickly and while there was one or 2 puzzles I had to think a little I didnt find myself randomly
rubbing items together to see what worked.

The Inner World is a hidden gem and recommended for all point and click fans.. THIS GAME DOESN'T MAKE ♥♥♥♥ING
SENSE.
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not worth the time or the money! i am very disapointed and so happy they came out with a remastered cod. ONLY spend the
$100 for the new remastered cod, other then that you are in for a disapointment trust. :(. This game breaks after the first 10
minutes of playing turning every object imortal and makes you unable to go to the title screen. Then the next levels from 2 and
up dont even are all black exept for the entities. This game is worth at least $60 simply because of the mortal quandries you face
as you sit trying to comprehend. Such thoughts as "what kind off satanic worshiper you do this?" and "is God real?" have been
posed. Thank you for assisting in my downward spiral of depression :). Pollen is interactive story book style game with very
good environment littered with stuff and atmosphere. You will do a lot of reading and listening.

You will find a lot references to great scifi themes of last century in both style and story, but they are used perfectly with good
taste and to the advantage of the game.

If you have VR gear and can stomach occasional stutter, you should not miss this experience. Especially the ending.

(I played Pollen using Oculus Rift DK2 unit. The support was still in beta and not flawless, but it was good enough to fully enjoy
the experience from start to finish.)
. Very, VERY, light on content. The game has two maps which each have a unique boss and player type with different movesets.
That's it. A third is on the way but not available yet. It's enough to have fun for 30-60 minutes with a friend if you're taking
turns, and you might even return to it, but unless it's REALLY your thing and you frequently have other friends over who
haven't played to try it out you probably won't put much time into this.

Unless I was missing them, which may well be the case, the controls are not listed or displayed anywhere and there is no tutorial,
you're left to figure them out which is likely to result in very lopsided matches at the satart as one of you learns quicker than the
other what the controls are.

What IS here is nice, the overall aesthetic and the graphics are basic but pleasing, the controls and combat are fun (but very
simple), and it fills a niche little area of VR that isn't filled with many titles which is why I'm going to still give this a postive
review.

The Early Access text says the current price is half of what the game will cost at launch but I'm struggling to see how it's even
worth the current asking price. This is the sort of game I'd expect at a $5 price point, and you should probably wait for a sale
that puts it at that price point unless you're in dire need for asymmetrical multiplayer games.. the game had potential but the
devs dont seem to care that the NA Server doesnt work at all and so i cannot give a good review because of their lack of effort
with small problems that couldve been easily fixed. Toki Tori 2+ has been on my radar for a while, and after it was
recommended by a friend, I thought I'd finally try it out. It's a puzzle platformer with various creatures that work together to create
the puzzles: frogs eat the little purple guys to create bubbles to lift you up; birds grab onto you and take you somewhere else, crabs
move a platform back and forth.

The controls are quite interesting, and simple: basically, you can only walk from side to side, stomp, or sing. Generally, you can
sing to get creatures to move towards you, or stomp to bounce them away; this also works together with lighting (creatures in the
dark generally won't move at all). In the first three hours of play, this is enough to create many nontrivial puzzles, and they
probably get more challenging later.

However, I found that actually accomplishing your intended solution to the puzzle can get quite tedious. For instance, I spent 30-60
minutes getting a frog to a particular location in order for it to eat the other frog in a bubble, and release it in the right direction. I
don't have enough patience for this -- I prefer puzzle games where you can immediately execute the steps you have in mind, so that
the difficulty lies in figuring out the steps in the first place. A second, related frustration was that the game has no words, but isn't
totally self-explanatory. For example, I once got stuck because I didn't know that crabs still move even in the dark (for some reason
when I tried it the first time I didn't get the crab to move).

In summary, the game's mechanics can be frustrating to figure out and work with. If you have the patience, I think it will likely be a
good game, but I am going to retire it with this warning.
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